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when desired, the brake valve, that controls the caution indica-

tion in the cab.

The figures show how the combination line relay and the pol-

arity-reversing switch are all assembled in one relay instru-

ment. In the same manner the combination engine relay has

the stop indication, caution indication, and polarized relays all

assembled in one instrument.
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Fig. 15.

lnatrumenta, Plplng and Primary Clrcults In the Cab.

It can be seen that the whole system is operated on a nor-

mally closed circuit plan, and that the opening or breaking down

of these circuits gives the desired signal indication and brake

application. The system is designed to cover all conditions of

installations that are likely to be met with, and is absolute but at

the same time elastic, so that it can be applied to different con-

ditions of block signal systems, traffic conditions, and local con-

ditions without any other form of block signal system. as de-

sired. It can be made to make only the emergency application of

the brake; or a service application to reduce the speed to any

required limit; or a light service application at a distant signal

location, with an emergency, or speed limit, application at the

Fig. 16.

Complete Cab Wlrlng Diagram.

home signal. An installation can be made on a railway with any

iorm of automatic block signal system, or simply at interlocking

plants, and if desired, on a road with no other block system at

all. If it is not desired to embody this in the block signal sys-

tem, or to install it in its entirety alone, it can be installed on

high-speed trains to be Operative only at dangerous points.

The system is also applicable to high speed interurban and

traction lines. In an installation of this type the track control

is accomplished by using A. C. track current where D. C. operat-

ing current is used. A small motor-generator takes the place

of the primary battery on the engine, and a simple electric cut-

out the throttle closing mechanism.

Ix DESIGNING FOUNDATIONS the weight of poles or towers and

the weight of the foundation itself can be easily taken care of

since they act in a vertical direction. The weight of the wire

and of an ice coating have also a horizontal component which

must be considered in designing the footings to prevent over-

turning. The snow or ice load becomes more important as the

ditllneter of the wire decreases. Assuming a coat of ice %-inch

thick, the weight per foot on a No. 3-0 wire, is only 1.5 times as

great as that on a No. 10 wire, although the diameter is four

times as great.

THE AUTOMATIC SIGNAL AND THE

LOCAL CIRCUIT.

BY C. G. STECHER.

This is the second of Mr. Stecherk Lcssunr on Signaling

which deal with types of signal indications and local circuits.

The first article of this series was published on page 48 of The

Signal Engineer for February, 1912.

THE ENCLOSED DISC SIGNAL.

One of the earliest automatic block signals and one which was

quite extensively used in the past, is the enclosed disc signal, the

mechanism, or properly speaking, the instrument of which is

shown in Fig. 4, M and H M are the electro-magnet coils; P and

P1 are the pole-pieces; A is the circular armature. C is a red

cloth disc, the cloth being drawn over a ring made of spring

brass wire. R is a disc of red glass enclosed in a lightweight

metal frame. This glass is especially prepared for this purpose

in order to make it light of weight and at the same time tough

and durable. On railroads on which green is the standard color

for the clear night indication, another disc of green glass G is

added and also a balance rod B to balance this green disc. K is

the clamp, by means of which the instrument is fastened into

position.

The instrument is so adjusted that it will move from the clear

to the danger position by the force of gravity and without the

aid of springs, when the circuit is broken and the current ceases

flowing through the magnet coils.

The circular armature is so constructed that when the instru-

ment is in the stop position. only small surfaces of metal are pre-

sented to the pole-pieces P and P‘. When the pole-pieces are

magnetized they attract the larger surfaces of the armature which

are then below the pole-pieces, and the armature is rotated and

Fig. 1. Standard Dlsc Signal and C. & N. W. Disc Slgnal.

with it the several discs, bringing them into their proper posi-

tions for the clear indication.

The instrument is enclosed in a wooden case, which must be

dust and moisture-proof. Circular openings, into which glasses

are set, are provided. Through these the indications are ob-

served. The day stop indication is given by the red cloth disc

and when the signal is in the clear position this disc is with-

drawn and a white background is presented. The background is

formed by a circular pane of glass which has been painted

white. This- is for the purpose of producing a light interior in

order to increase the contrast between the danger and the clear

positions of the signal, which would not be obtained if the back-

ground were of wood.

For the night indications the signal lamp is supported on an

iron bracket on the back of the signal case, and the white light

of the lamp is projected through the small openings of the case

and the red glass disc when the signal is in the stop position,

and through the green glass disc when the signal is in the clear

position, where green is standard for the clear indication.

The properties of the clectro-magnet were described and ex-

plained on pages 15: and 152 in the April, 1911, issue of The

Signal Engineer, and it is not considered necessary to go into

the details in this article.
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when desired, the brake valve, that controls the caution indica
tion in the cab. 

The figures show how the combination line relay and the pol
arity-reversing switch are all assembled in one relay instru
ment. In the same manner the combination engine relay has 
the stop indication, caution indication, and polarized relays all 
assembled in one instrument. 

Fig. 15. lnatrumenta, Piping and Primary Circuit■ In the Cab. 

It can be seen that the whole system is operated on a nor
mally closed circuit plan, and that the opening or breaking aown 
of these circuits gives the desired signal indication and brake 
application. The system is designed to cover all conditions of 
installations that are likely to be met with, and is absolute but at 
the same time elastic, so that it can be applied to different con
ditions of block signal systems, traffic conditions, and local con
ditions without any other form of block signal system. as de
sired. It can be made to make only the emergency appltcation of 
the brake; or a service application to reduce the speed to any 
required limit; or a light service application at a distant signal 
location, with an emergency, or speed limit, application at the 

Fig . 16. Compl•te Cab Wiring Diagram. 

home signal. An installation can be made on a railway with any 
form of automatic block signal system, or simply at interlocking 
plants, and if desired, on a road with no other block system at 
all. If it is not desired to embody this in the block signal sys
tem, or to install it in its entirety alone, it can be installed on 
high-speed trains to be operative only at dangerous points . 

The system is also applicable to high speed interurban and 
traction lines. In an installation of this type the track control 
is accomplished by using A. C. track current where D. C. operat
ing current is used . A small motor-generator takes the place 
of the primary battery on the engine, and a simple electric cut
out the throttle closing mechanism . 

Is DESIGNING FOUNDATIONS the weight of poles or towers and 
the weight of the foundation itself can be easily taken care of 
since they act in a vertical direction. The weight of the wire 
and of an ice coating have also a horizontal component which 
must be considered in designing the footings to prevent over
turning. The snow or ice load becomes more important as the 
diameter of the wire decreases. Assuming a coat of ice ½-inch 
thick, the we:ght per foot on a No. 3--0 wire , is only 1.5 times as 
great as that on a No. IO wire, although the diameter is four 
times as great . 
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THE AUTOMATIC SIGNAL AND THE 
LOCAL CIRCUIT. 

BY C. G. STECHER . 

This is the second of Mr . Stecher 's Lessons on Signaling 
which deal with types of signal indicatio11s and local circuits . 
The first article of this series was published on page 48 of The 
Signal Engineer for February, 1912 . 

THE ENCLOSED msc SIGNAL . 

One of the earliest automatic block signals and one which was 
quite extensively used in the past, is the enclosed disc signal, the 
mechanism, or properly speaking. the instrument of which is 
shown in Fig . 4, M and H M are the electro-magnet coils; P and 
P' are the pole-pieces ; A is the circular armature. C is a red 
cloth disc, the cloth being drawn over a ring made of spring 
brass wire. R is a disc of red glass enclosed in a light-weight 
metal frame. This glass is especially prepared for this purpose 
in order to make it light of weight an<l at the same time tough 
al\d durable . On railroads on which green is the standard color 
for the clear night indication, another disc of green glass G is 
added and also a balance rod B to balance this green disc. K is 
the clamp, by means of which the instrument is fastened into 
position. 

The instrument is so adjusted that it will move from the clear 
to the danger position by the force of gravity and without the 
aid of springs, when the circuit is broken and the current ceases 
flowing through the magnet coils. 

The circular armature is so constructed that when the instru
ment is in the stop position, only small surfaces of metal are pre• 
sented to the pole-pieces P and P'. When the pole-pieces are 
magnetized they attract the larger surfaces of the armature which 
are then below the pole-pieces, and the armature is rotated and 

Fig. 1. Standard Dlac Slgnal and C. &. N. W . Dlac Signal . 

with it the several discs, bringing them into their proper posi
tions for the clear indication . 

The instrument is enclosed in a wooden case, which must be 
dust and moisture-proof. Circular openings, into which glasses 
are set, are provided . Through these the indications are ob
served . The day stop indication is given by the red cloth disc 
and when the signal is in the clear position this disc is with
drawn and a white background is presented . The background is 
formed by a circular pane of glass which has been painted 
white . This- is for the purpose of producing a light interior in 
order to increase the contrast between the danger and the clear 
positions of the signal, which would not be obtained if the back
ground were of wood. 

For the night indications the signal lamp i~ supported on an 
iron bracket on the back of the signal case, and the white light 
of the lamp is projected through the small openings of the case 
and the red glass disc when the signal is in the stop position, 
and through the green glass disc when the signal is in the dear 
position, where green is standard for the cl!:,ar indication . 

The properties of the electro-magnet were described and ex
plained on pages 151 and 152 in the April, 1911, issue of The 
Signal E11gi11eer, and it is not considered necessary to go into 
the details in this article. 
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The magnet coil M is the operating magnet, and is of low

resistance,—ahout 35 ohms. It requires 145 to I75 milli-ampeics

of current to operate the instrument with a drop of potential

across the binding posts of from five to six volts.

This amount of current would be flowing as long as the signal

I at

Sync! afifirg I I

l

__-4»

nsulafcd./5/hf:

Flg. 2. Wlrlng of Dlsc Signal Flg. 3. Wlrlng Plan for

Instrument. Dine Signal.

remained in the clear position, so in order to reduce the battery

consumption to a minimum, coil H M is added. While the sig-

nal is in the stop position and while it is clearing, this coil, which

has a resistance of about 485 ohms, is shunted out of the cir-

cuit by the spring S. This spring is opened and the contact

broken at the end of the movement of the instrument to the clear

position by the screw R, leaving H M in the circuit in series.

The total resistance of the instrument when in the clear posi-

tion is, then, as can readily be seen, about 520 ohms, and the

flow of current is reduced to from 25 to 30 milli-amperes, with

a drop of potential of about I4 volts.

Flgs. 4 and 5.

The wiring of the instrument is shown diagramatically in Fig.

2. The single arrows show the path of the current while the

instrument is clearing and the double arrows show the path after

it has cleared. Fig. I shows the disc signal complete——with its

mast.

On account of the comparatively high resistance of the oper-

ating coils of this type of signal, and the small amount of current

needed, a control relay is not required when line circuits are

employed, but the signal can be controlled direct by the track

relays, switch boxes. etc. Gravity batteries, located at the ex-

treme outer cnd of the circuit, are usually employed. The bat-

tery is located at the signal only when the block is the length of

one track section or where track circuits are looped ahead

through successive track relays.

Fig. 3 shows the local wiring as it would be used under the

latter conditions, and it could then be called a local circuit.

Principally on account of the difliculty experienced by engine-

men in observing the indications as given by this signal during

the day, especially in foggy or stormy weather, it is being re-

placed by the semaphore type of signal.

THE ELIITRO-GAS SIGNAL,

One of the early types of semaphore signals used for auto-

matic blocking purposes is the electro-gas signal. The mechan-

ism of this signal is shown in Fig. 6. M is the electro-magnet:

A is the armature; C is the controlling valve: R is the reducing

valve; G is the pressure guage, one pointer showing the pressure

of the main tank and the other that of the auxiliary tank T: P

is the cylinder; and K is the clutch arm. The lever L cuts off

the supply of gas when the signal is nearly clear.

This signal is operated by the pressure of carbonic acid gas and

is controlled or governed by electricity. The gas is compressed

in a cylindrical tank to a pressure of about 800 pounds. This

tank is placed near the base of the signal, usually in a battery

chute, and the gas is carried into the mechanism case through

small copper tubing. It then passes through the reducing valve

R, which reduces the pressure from that of the main tank to

that required to operate the signal, usually about 35 to 40 pounds.

This valve is adjustable so that any pressure can be obtained by

regulation. From the reducing valve it flows to the auxiliary

tank T and then again through small copper tubing to the con-

trolling valve C, which is actuated by the electro-magnet M.

The controlling valve C admits the gas into the cylinder P

Dlsc Slgnal Instruments wlth Hold Clear Attachments.

through a port in the piston. The cylinder is the moving part

and the piston is stationary. The up-and-down rod, which

moves the signal to the clear position, is fastened to the clamp

S, which in turn is fastened to a rod which is screwed into the

cylinder head.
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The magnet coil l\I is the ope ratin g magnet, and is of low 
resistance ,-abo ut 35 ohms. It requires r45 to r75 milli -ampe,es 
of current to operate the instrum ent with a drop of potenti:.l 
acro ss the binding posts o f from five to six volts. 

Thi s amount o f cu rr ent \\'Ot1ld be flowi ng as long as th e sig ,1al 

♦ To Line 4' 

--Fig. 2. Wiring of Dlac Signal 
I natrument. 

•"'-. :,i: ... 
I I 

---~------4---L 
__,,.__...L._H,_"_i....,ls,--__J_ 

nsv/11t• hint6 
Fig. 3. Wiring Plan for 

Dlac Signal. 

remain ed in the clear pos iti on, so in ord er to reduc e th t batkry 
consumption to a minimum, coil H M is added. While the sig 
nal is in the stop position and while it is clearing , thi s coil, which 
has a resistance of about 485 ohms, is shunted out of the cir
cuit by the spring S. Thi s spring is ope ned and th e contact 
broken at the end of th e move ment of the instrum ent to the clear 
positi on by the screw R, leaving H M in the circuit in series. 
The total resi stanc e of the instrum ent when in the clea r posi
tion is, th en, as can readily be seen, about 520 ohm s, and the 
flow of current is reduced to fr om 25 to 30 milli-amp eres, with 
a drop of potential of about 14 volts . 

On account o f the compara tivel y high resistance of th e oper
ating coils of thi s type o f signa l, and the small amount of current 
needed, a control rel ay is not required when line circuits are 
employed, but th e sig nal can be cont ro lled direct by the tra ck 
rela ys, sw itch boxes . etc. Gravity batteries , located at the ex
treme out er end o f th e circuit , are usually emplo yed. The bat
tery is located at th e s ignal only when the bloc k is the lengt h o f 
one track section or wh ere tr ack circuits are loo ped ahead 
thr oug h success ive track relays. 

Fig. 3 shows the loca l wiring as it would be used under the 
latter conditi ons, and it could then be called a loca l circuit. 

Principally on account of th e difficulty experienced by engine
men in obse rvin g the indications as gi, ·en by thi s signal during 
the day, especially in foggy or stormy weather , it is be ing re
placed by th e semaphore typ e of signa l. 

THE ELECTRO-G AS S IGNAL, 

One o f the ea rly types o f emaph ore signal s used fo r auto
matic blocki ng purp oses is th e electro -gas signal. The m ec han
ism of this signal is shown in Fig. 6. M is the electro -magnet ; 
A is th e armature; C is th e controlling valve; R is the reduc ing 

• valve; G is the pr essure guage, one pointer showing th e pre ss ure 
o f the main tank and th e oth er that o f the auxiliary tank T: P 
is the cylinder ; and K is th e clutch arm. The lever L cu ts off 
th e suppl y of gas when th e signal is nea rly clea r . 

Thi s signal is ope rat ed by the pressure o f carb oni c ac id gas and 
is controll ed or go yern ed by elect ricity. The gas is compressed 
in a cylindri ca l tank to a pressure of about 8oo pounds. This 
tank is placed near the base of the signal , usually in a battery 
chute, and the gas is carried int o th e mechanism case through 
small copper tubing. It th en pa sses th roug h th e reducing vah-e 
R, which reduc es th e pr ess ure fr om that o f th e main tank to 
that requir ed to opera te the signal , usually abol!t 35 to 40 po unds. 
This valve is ad j ustabl e so that any pr ess ure car, be obtained by 
regulati on. From the reducing ,·alve it flows to the auxiliary 
tank T and ·th en again th ro ugh small copper tubin g to the con
t ro lling valve C, which is ac tuat ed by th e electro-magnet l\L 

Th e controlling Yah·e C ad mit s the ga s int o the cylinder P 

Figs. 4 and 5. Disc Signal Instruments with Hold Clear Attachments. 

The wiring of th e instrument is shown diagra ma tica l!y in Fig . 
2. The single arrows show 'th e path o f the current while the 
instrum ent is cleari ng and the double arrows show the path after 
it has clear ed. Fig. r shows the disc signa l compl ete-with its 
ma st. 

D1 iz b 

through a port in the piston. The cy lind er is th e 1110,·ing part 
and the piston is stati onar y. The up-and-down rod, which 
moves th e signal to the clea r pos ition, is faste ned to the clamp 
S, which in turn is fastened to a rod which is screwed int o the 
cylind er head . 

Original from 
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When the gas is admitted through the port in the stationary

piston, tl1e cylinder is forced upward and the signal is moved to

the clear piston. It is then held in this position by a projection

on the crosshead H, which engages a similar projection on the

upper part of the long clutch arm K which is held in position

at its lower extremity by the electro-magnet while it is energized.

When the magnet is de-energized, the clutch arm is released

and allows the signal to assume the stop position. During this

latter movement the cylinder and piston act as a dash-pot and

thereby check the signal in its momentum toward the danger

position. This checking removes the probability of parts of the

mechanism being broken, as without this check the up-and-down

rod would deliver a heavy blow to the mechanism on the com-

pletion of the downward stroke.

Fig. 6. A Single Gas Mechanism.

It acts as the

control relay, actuates the controlling gas valve, and also holds

The electro-magnet serves a triple purpose.

the clutch arm. It is made in the usual form, being about four

inches in length, and is fastened or clamped to the mechanism

without any yoke to tie the iron cores together as is usual in

electromagnets. Instead of the ordinary stationary yoke a

piece of soft iron is fastened loosely to the lower end of the

clutch arm and this lays against the end of the cores and thereby

forms the yoke of the magnet as well as the armature for the

clutch arm.

The magnet sometimes has two windings, one of low resistance,

about 35 ohms, for operating the controlling valve and holding

the clutch arm, and the other of high resistance, about 200 ohms,

for holding the clutch arm while the signal is in the clear

position.

When the signal is nearly clear the high resistance winding is

cut into the circuit by means of a circuit-breaker, which is

usually fastened directly above the magnet, and which is operated

by a rod attached to the crosshead of the cylinder. For the op-

eration of the controlling valve, that is, through the low re-

sistance winding, about I25 amperes of current are required,

and about .050 amperes after the high resistance winding has

been cut into the circuit.

On account of the comparatively high resistance of the con-~

trolling magnet and the small amount of current required to

operate it, it is connected directly to the line circuit where such

is necessary, consequently a control relay is not required. Either

Coii In

Fig. 7.

Magnetic Field.

Fig. 8.

Dynamo.

Simple Magnetic

Field.

gravity or caustic soda battery can be used for the control and

operation of this signal.

The wiring of this signal is practically the same as that of the

enclosed disc signal, which is shown in Fig. 1. This type of signal

is now gradually being replaced by motor-operated semaphore

signals.

THE ELECTRIC no-roa AND GENERATOR.

Before describing the ditterent types of motor—opcratcd sema-

phore signals, a short explanation of the principles and proper-

ties of the electric motor will be made. The properties of the

ordinary horseshoe magnet are well known. The magnetic lines

of force flow from the north pole to the south pole of the mag-

net, causing a magnetic field between and surrounding the poles.

This is shown in Fig. 9.

\‘Vhen a coil composed of one or more turns of wire is re-

volved or rotated in this magnetic field so that the turns of wire

will cut the lines of magnetic force, a current of electricity is

generated in the coil. This should be clearly understood. If the

coil is revolved as shown in Fig. 7 no current will be generated,

becsause the coil is revolving within the magnetic field in such

manner that the turn or turns of wire do not cut the lines of

force, that is, the coil is revolving constantly in the same num-

ber of lines of force and there is no difference in the density of

the magnetic field, consequently there is no difference of poten-

tial, or in other words, no voltage.

If then, the coil is rotated as shown in Fig. 8 the turns of wire

are passing through a ditterence of field density at every half

revolution of the coil, the wire is “cutting” the magnetic lines

Qvwaa

Fig. 10. Alternating Fig. 11. Single Coil Fig. 12. Pulsating

Current Wave. t I Commutator. Current Wave.

of force, current is generated within the coil, and a diFfercnce

of potential at the two terminals is the result.

When the coil is in the position shown in Fig. 8 the voltage is

at zero. As the coil is rotated into the magnetic field the voltage

increases and attains its mzmimum when it has reached the

maximum density of the magnetic field, or in other words, when

it is cutting the largest number of lines of force. It then de»-

creases as it leaves the strongest part of the magnetic field and

drops to zero when it reaches the position shown in Fig. 8. This

is repeated at every half turn of the coil.

The coil is wound on a slotted soft iron core with a shaft
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When the gas is admitted through the port in the stationary 
piston, the cylinder is forced upward and the signal is moved to 
the clear piston. It is then held in thi s position by a projection 
on the cros shead H, which engage s a similar projecti on on the 
upper part o f the long clutch arm K which is held in positi on 
at its lower extremity by the electro-magnet while it is energized. 

When the magnet is de-energized , the clutch arm is released 
and allows the signal to assume the stop position. During thi s 
latter m01·ement the cylinder and pist on act as a dash-pot and 
thereby check the signal in its momentum toward the danger 
position. This checking removes the probability of parts of the 
mechanism being broken, as without this check the up-and-down 
rod would deliver a heavy blow to the mechani sm on the com
pletion of the downward stroke. 

:·-

19 31 

Fig. 6. A Single Gas Mechanism. 

The electro-magnet serves a triple purpose. It acts as the 
control relay, actuates the controlling gas valve, and also holds 
the clutch arm. It is made in the usual form, being about four 
inches in length , and is fastened or clamped to the mechanism 
without any yoke to tie the iron cores together as is usual in 
electro-magnets . Instead of the ordinary stationary yoke a 
piece of soft iron is fastened loosely to the lower end of the 
clutch arm and this lays against the end of the cores and thereby 
forms the yoke of the magnet as well as the armature for the 
clutch arm. 

The magnet sometime s has two windings, one of low resistance, 
about 35 ohms, for operating the controlling valve and holding 
the clutch arm, and the other of high re sistance, about 200 ohms, 
for holding the clutch arm whil e the signal is in the clear 
position. 

When the signal is nearly clear the high r~sistance winding is 
cut into the circuit by means of a circuit-breaker, which is 
usually fastened directly above the magnet, and which is operated 
by a rod attached to the crosshead of the cylind er. For the op-

eration of the controlling valve, that ia, through tbe low re
sistance windin g, about 125 amperes o f current are required, 
and about .050 amperes after the high resis tance winding has 
been cut into the circuit. 

On account of the comparatively high resistance of the con-
trolling magnet and the small amount of current required to 
operate it, it is connect ed directly to the line circuit where such 
is necessary , consequently a control relay is not required. Either 

Fig. 7, Coll In 
Magnetic Field. 

Fig. 8. Simple 
Dynamo. 

Fig. 9. Magnetic 
Field. 

gravity or caustic soda battery can be used for the control and 
operation of this signal. 

The wiring of this signal is practically the same as that of the 
enclosed disc signal, which is shown in Fig. r. This type of signal 
is now graduall y being repla ced by motor-op erated semaphore 
signals . 

THE EL ECTRIC MOTOR AND GENERATOR . 

Before desc ribing the different types of motor-o perated sema
phore signals, a short explanation of the principles and proper
ties of the electric motor will be made. The properties of the 
ordinary horseshoe magnet are well known . The magnetic lines 
o f force flow from the north pole to the south pole of the mag
net, causing a magnetic field between and surrounding the poles. 
This is shown in Fig. 9. 

When a coil composed of one or more turns of wire is re
volved or rotated in this magn etic field so that the turns of wire 
will cut the lines of magnetic force, a current of electricity is 
generated in the coil. This should be clea rly understood. If the 
coil is revolved as shown in Fig. 7 no current will be generated, 
becsause the coil is revolving .within the magnetic field in such 
manner that the turn or turns of wire do not cut the lines of 
force, that is, the coil is revo]ying con stantly 111 the same num 
ber of lines of force and there is no difference in the density of 
the magnetic field, consequently there is no difference of poten
tial, or in other words, no voltage. 

If th en, the coil is rotated as shown iu Fig. 8 the turns of wire 
are passing through a difference of field density at every half 
revolution of the coil, th e wire is "cutting" the magnetic lines 

Fig. 10. Alternating Fig. 11. Single Coll 
Current Wave. t I Commutator. 

Fig. 12. Pulsating 
Current Wave. 

of force, current is generated within the coil, and a difference 
of potential at the two terminals is the result. 

When the coil is in the posit10n shown in Fig. 8 the voltage is 
at zero. As the coil is rotated into the magnetic field the voltage 
increases and attains its maximum when it has reached the 
maximum density of the magnetic field, or in other words, when 
it is cutting the largest number of lines of force. It then de
creases as it leaves the strongest part of the magnetic field and 
drops to zero when it reaches the position shown in Fig . 8. This 
is repeated at every half turn · of the coil. 

The coil is wound on a slotted soft iron core with a shaft 
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through its center. the ends of the shaft serving for hearings on

which to revolve the coil. The two ends of the coil are con-

nected to two insulated copper rings, winch are revolved with the

coil and from these rings the current is led, or collected and

carried, to the external circuit by means of sliding contacts

called brushes. The rings are usually called collector-rings.

As has been shown above, the current rises from zero to the

maximum and then decreases to zero, increases again to max-

imum and drops again to zero during every revolution of the

coil, or “armature” as it is called. This is termed a complete

cycle or two alternations, and the current is called alternating

current. The first half of the cycle is considered to be positive

or above the zero line, and the second half negative or below

the zero line. Fig. 10 shows an alternating current wave of a

complete cycle, as it is usually represented on paper. It can

readily be seen that there is no apparent positive or negative to

this form of current, but that it reverses its direction at every

half revolution of the armature.

The simplest form of an alternating current machine is the

magneto of a telephone or a test set. This is built on the prin-

ciples just explained.

The alternating form of current cannot be employed for many

purposes, consequently steps must be taken to obtain unidirec-

Wound

Series

Dynamo.

Fig. 13. Shunt Wound

Dynamo.

Fig. 14.

tional current. that is, current which will at all times flow‘

through the circuit in the same direction. This is accomplished

by cutting one of the copper rings into two parts, insulating

these parts from each other, and then connecting the two ends

of the coil to the two pieces as shown in Fig. II. The two

brushes which lead the generated current to the external cir-

cuit, press against the split ring at diametrically opposite points,

and the brushes are so set that each half of the ring moves out

of contact with one brush and into contact with the other at the

time when the coil is in such position that it is cutting the least

number of lines of force, that is, when the E, M. F. is at zero.

The result of this is a rectified, uni-directional, or, as it is usually

called, a commutated current.

To explain this more fully, it has already been shown that

when the coil is being revolved and is in the position as shown

in Fig. 8, the current is at zero, and then increases to maximum

and then falls to zero during each one-half revolution of the

coil. It is assumed that the direction of the lines of magnetic

force between the pole-pieces and the direction of movement of

the coil is such that while the coil is moving through the first

half of the revolution the current generated in the coil will flow

to that segment of the ring on which is then bearing the upper

brush, and this would then be the positive (+) brush.

As the coil enters the second half of the revolution the current

in the coil reverses its direction and flows towards the other

segment, but at the same time or instant at which the current

reverses its direction and flows to the other segment, this seg-

mcnt has come into contact with the upper or positive brush and

the current again flows over this brush to the external circuit.

The current thus produced, however, is of a pulsating char-

acter, as is represented in Fig. I2. In order to obtain a current

of an even E. M. F. more coils are added to the armature and

the two pieces of the former copper ring are cut so that there

will be as many pieces as there are coils. These pieces are then

called segments and the whole is called a commutator. The

additional coils have the efifect that when one coil is leaving the

maximum field density another is taking its place, thereby main-

taining an even E. M. F.

The horseshoe magnet forms the field of the generator and

the coils and the commutator form the armature. In order to

make the machine more efiicient the field is made in the form

of an electro-magnet. The cores are made of iron or cast steel

and insulated wire is wound around them. These are then

called field coils. There may be one. two, or four, or more field

coils, depending on the design and size of the machine and on the

purpose for which it was built. Machines with one field coil are

usually called single-pole, those with two field coils, bipolar, and

those with four or more field‘ coils, multipolar.

The field winding may be composed of very heavy wires, which

are consequently of low resistance, and it is then connected in

series with the armature, in what is known as “series machine."

If it is composed of fine wire, and consequently has a high re-

sistance, it is connected in parallel with the armature. or in

shunt, as it is usually designated, and this is then known as a

“shunt machine." Machines are also built which have both

methods of windmg, series and shunt, and they are known as

-

-

,
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-
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Fig. 15. Compound Wound Fig 16. Muiti-polar Field

Dynamo. Magnet.

compound-wound. This last method of winding is usually em-

ployed on machines of large capacity and for special purposes.

- A series-wound machine is shown diagrammatically in Fig. I4;

a shunt machine in Fig. I3, and a compound-wound machine

in Fig. 15. It will be seen that a rheostat, that is, a variable re-

sistance, is inserted in the shunt winding of the field circuit in

the shunt-wound machine. This device is for the purpose of

regulating the current flow through the field coils, and thereby

regulating the strength of the field magnets.

A pulley or some other driving medium is attached to one end

of the shaft of the armature on the end opposite to the com-

mutator, some source of power is applied, and the armature is

revolved between the poles of the field magnets. A current is

generated in the armature and it is carried off by means of the

commutator and the brushes to the external circuit. Iii the

series-wound machine the current output is dependent on, first,

the capacity of the machine, and second, on the load, that is, the

resistance of the external circuit. Witli shunt machines the out-

put is regulated by means of the rheostat.

Under the conditions just described, the machine is acting as a

generator. If the power which is driving the armature is re-

moved, the armature brushes can be connected to some other

source of electricity, such as a generator of larger capacity, and

the machine will act as a motor. Current is sent through the

armature and the field coils either in series, in shunt, or in series-

shunt, depending on the type of machine, as whether it is series.

shunt, or compound-wound.

The current flowing through the field coils induces a strong

magnetic field between the poles of the field magnets within

which the armature is located, and the current flowing through

the coils of the armature causes the armature to revolve. on the

principle that when a coil carrying current is placed within 3

strong magnetic field in such position that the current is flowing .
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through its center, the ends of the shaft serving for bearings on 
which to revolve the coil. The two ends of the coil are con
nected to two insulated copper rings, which are revolved with the 
coil and from these rings the current is led, er collected and 
carried, to the external circuit by means of sliding contacts 
called bmshes . The rings arc usually called collector-rings. 

As has been shown above, the current rises from zero to the 
maximum and then decreases to zero, increases again to max
imum and drops again to zero during every revolution of the 
coil, or '"armature" as it is called. This is termed a complete 
cycle or two alternations, and the current is called alternating 
current . The first half of the cycle is considered to l>c positive 
or abo\'e the zero line, and the second half ncgati,·e or below 
the zero line. Fig. 10 shows an alternating current wave of a 
complete cycle, as it is usually represented on paper. It can 
readily be seen that there is no apparent positi\'e or negative to 
this form of current, but that it reverses its direction at every 
half revolution of the armature. 

The simplest form oi an alternaiing cmrent machine is the 
magneto of a telephone or a test set . This is built on the prin
ciples just explained. 

The alternating form of current cannot be employed for many 
purposes , consequently steps must be taken to obtain unidirec-

l,,; ___ _ 

Fig. 13. Shunt Wound 
Dynamo . 

-
Fig. 14. Serlee Wound 

Dynamo. 

tlonal current, that is, current which will at all times flow · 
through the circuit in the same direction . This is accomplished 
by cutting one of the copper rings into two parts, insulating 
these parts from each other, and then connecting the two ends 
of the coil to the two pieces as shown in Fig, u. The two 
brushes which lead the generated current to the external cir
cuit, press against the split ring at diametrically opposite points, 
and the brushes are so set that each half of the ring moves out 
o·f contact with one brush and into contact with the other at the 
time . when the coil is in such position that it is cutting the least 
number of lines of force, that is, when the E . M. F . is at zero. 
The result of this is a rectified, uni-directional, or, as it is usually 
called, a commutated current . 

To explain this more fully, it has already been shown that 
when the coil is being revolved and is m the position as shown 
in Fig. 8, the current is at zero, and then increases to maximum 
and then falls to zero during each one-half revolution of the 
coil. It is assumed that the direction of the lines of magnetic 
force between the pole-pieces and :he direction of movement of 
the coil is such that while the coil is. moving through the first 
half of the revolution the current generated in the coil will flow 
to that segment of the ring on which is then bearing the upper 
brush, and this would then be the positive ( +) brush . 

As the coil enters the second half of the rernlution the current 
in the coil reverses its direction and flows towards the other 
segment, but at the same time or instant at which the current 
reverses its direction and flows to the other segment, this seg• 
ment has come into contact with the upper or positive brush and 
the current again flows over this brush to the external circuit. 

The current thus produced, however, is of a pulsating char
acter, as is represented in Fig. 12. In order to obtain a current 
of an even E. M. F. more coils are added to the armature and 
the two pieces of the former copper ring are cut so that there 
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will be as many pieces as there are coils. These pieces are then 
called segments and the whole is called a commutator. The 
additional coils have the effect that when one coil is leaving the 
maximum field density another is taking its place, thereby main
taining an even E. M. F . 

The horseshoe magnet forms the field of the generator and 
the coils and the commutator form the armature . In order to 
make the machine more efficient the field is made in the form 
of an electro-magnet. The cores are made of iron or cast steel 
and insulated wire is wound around them . These are then 
called field coils. There may be one, two , or four , or more field 
coils, depending on the design and size of the machine and on the 
purpose for which it was built. Machines with one field coil are 
usually called single-pole, those with two field coils, bipolar, and 
those with four or more field. coils, nmltipolar . 

The field winding may be composed of very heavy wires, whid1 
arc consequently of low resistance, and it is then connected in 
series with the armature, in what is known as "series machine ." 
If it is composed of fine wire, and conseqnently has a high re
sistance , it is connected in parallel with the armature, or in 
shunt, as it is usually designated, and this is then known as a 
"shunt machine ." J\lachincs are also built which have both 
methods of winding, series and shunt, ar.d they are known as 

Fig . 15. Compound Wound 
Dynamo . 

Fig . 18. Multl-polar Fteld 
Magnet . 

compound-wound. This last method of winding is usually em
ployed on machines of large capacity and for special purposes. 

A series-wound machine is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 14; 
a shunt machine in Fig . 13, and a compound-wound machine 
in Fig. 15. It will be seen that a rheostat, that is, a variable re
sistance , is inserted in the shunt winding of the field circuit in 
'the shunt-wound machine . This device is for the purpose of 
regulating the current flow through the field coils, and thereby 
regulating the strength of the field magnets. 

A pulley or some other driving medium is attached to one end 
of the shaft of the armature on the end opposite to the com
mutator, some source of power is applied, and the armature is 
revolved betwee.n the poles of lhe field magnets . A current is 
generated in the armature and it is carried off by means of the 
commutator and the brushes to the external circuit. lit the 
series-wound machine the current output is dependent on, first, 
the capacity of the machine, and second, on the load , that is, the 
resistance of the external circuit. With shunt machines the out
put is regulated by means of the rheostat . 

Under the conditions just described. th£ machine is acting as a 
generator. If the power which is driving the armature is re· 
moved, the armature brushes can be connected to some other 
source of electricity, such as a generator of larger capacity, and 
the machine will act as a motor . Current is sent through the 
armature and the field coils either in series, ir. shunt , or in series
shunt , depending on the type of machine, as whether it is series. 
shunt , or compound-wound. 

The current flowing through the field coils induces a strong 
magnetic field between the poles of the field magnets within 
which the armature is located, and the current flowing through 
the coils of the armature causes the armature to revolve. on the 
principle that when a coil carrying current is plact!d within a 
strong magnetic field in such position that the current is flowing . 
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at right angles to the lines of magnetic force, the coil tends to

move to cut the magnetic lines of force, and in this manner the

armature of a motor is revolved on its axis or shaft. The pull

of an armature is called the “torque,” and the strength of the

torque is dependent on the ampere-turns in the armature, that is,

the number of turns of wire in parallel times the current, and

also on the field strength.

On series-wound motors the torque increases with the load,

that is, the greater‘ the load, the greater will be the torque. In

simple language, it may be stated that the load tends to decrease

the speed of the armature of the motor and this allows a heavier

How of current through the motor and consequently an increase

in the strength of the torque.

CAST IRON ELECTRIC LAMP.

BY C. P. RHINE.

Electric lamps for signal purposes have usually been consid-

erably larger than required. In most cases they are standard

signal lamps with the receptacles inserted.

An electric lamp was recently designed, however, in the otfice

of the signal engineer of a large western railway, that has the

excellent qualities of neatness in design and usefulness, and does

away with previous objections.

Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the different parts. “L” is

a five-inch clear optical lens and is held in place by the cast-iron

clamp ring “C,” with the rubber gasket “A" as protection to the

-_ I ' —
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Fig. 1.

While the armature of a motor is revolving, it tends to gen-

crate an E. M. F. within itself, which opposes the impressed

E. M. E, that is, it opposes the current which is being supplied

t0 the motor and which is driving the armature. This E. M. F.

is usually called the counter-E. M. F.

This phenomenon is much more apparent with series motors

than with shunt motors. The speed of the series motor is de-

pendent on the load. The lighter the load, the higher will be the

speed, and vice versa. \/Vhile the armature is revolving at high

SPeed the counter-E. M. F. is high, consequently the driving cur-

rent flow will be low. As the load increases, the speed of the

armature decreases, the counter-E. M. F. decreases, the current

flow to the motor increases, and consequently the torque in-

creases.

Fig. 5.

lens. "B" is an Edison cleat receptacle (No. 2921 W. E. Co.

catalogue). It is bolted to the base “D” with two one-inch No.

8-32 R. H. brass machine screws through the holes “E.” The

base “D” is designed to fit very snugly into the frame “F" up

against the rim “C,” and is held in place by three FA in. No. IO

hex. head cap screws “H." The boss “I" is tapped for % in.

pipe, and the arrangement of the pipe is clearly shown in Figs. 4

and 5, when the lamp is used on high signals. The socket for the

lamp bracket is designed to fit any style of signal without any

changes, except on dwarf signals, where the pin is placed through

the lamp bracket to hold the lamp at the required height. Figs. 2

and 3 show the lamp on dwarf signals. More than 200 of these

east-iron electric lamps are in use on one division, and they are

proving very satisfactory.
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at right angles to the lines of mag netic force, the coil tend s to 
move to cut the magnetic lin es of fo rce, and in thi s mann er th e 
armature of a motor is re volved on its axis or shaft. The pull 
of an armature is called the " torque, " and th e str ength o i the 
torque is depende nt on the ampere-turr.s in the armature, that is, 
the number of turns of wire in parallel time s the current, and 
also on the field str engt h. 

On series-wound motors the torqu e increases with th e load, 
that is, the greate r· the load, the greate r will be the torque. In 
simple language, it may be stated that the load tend s to decrea se 
the speed of the arm atu re of the motor and thi s allows a heav ier 
flow of curr ent th ro ugh th e motor and conseque ntly an increase 
in the strengt h of th e torque. 

Fig. 1. 

While the armature of a motor is revo lving, it tend s to gen
erate an E. M. F. within itself, which opposes th e impr essed 
E. M. F., that is, it opp oses the curr ent which is being suppli ed 
to the motor and which is dri ving the ar matur e. Thi s E. M. F. 
is usually called th e counter-£. M. F. 

This phenomenon is much more ap par ent with series motors 
than with shunt motors. Th e speed of the ser ies motor is de
pendent on the load. The light er the load, th e higher will be th e 
speed, and vice versa . vVhile the ar matur e is revo iving at high 
speed the counter-E. M. F . is high, consequently the driving cur
rent flow will be low. As th e load increa ses, th e speed of the 
armature decreases, the counter-E. M. F. dec reases, the cur rent 
flow to the motor incr eases, and cons equentl y the torque in -
creases. 
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CAST IRON ELECTRIC LAMP. 
BY C. P. RHINE. 

Electric lamp s for signal purposes have usu ally been consid
erably larg er than requir ed. In most cases they are standard 
signal lamp s with the receptacle s inserted. 

An electric lamp was rec ently design ed, however, in the office 
of the signal engineer of a large weste rn railway, that ha s the 
excellent qualities o f neatne ss in design and usefuln ess, and does 
away with previ ous objec tions. 

Fig . I show s th e arrangement of the different parts. "L" is 
a five-inch clear optical lens an d is held in place by the cas t-iron 
clamp rin g "C," with th e ru bber gask et "A" as protection to the 

Fl(!. 4. 

Fig. 3. Fig. 5. 

lens. ;.B" is an Ediso n clea t receptacle (No. 2921 W . E . Co. 
cata log ue). It is bolted to the base "D" with two one-inch No. 
8-32 R. H . brass ma chin e screws through the holes " E." The 
base "D" is designed to fit very snug ly int o th e fr ame "F" up 
aga inst the rim "C," and is held in place by thr ee ½ in. No. 10 

hex . head cap scr ews "H ." Th e boss "I" is tapped fo r ½ in. 
pipe, and the arran gemen t of th e pipe is clearly shown in Figs. 4 
and S, when the lamp is used on high signals. The socket for the 
lamp brack et is designed to fit any style o f signa l without any 
changes, except on dwarf signa ls, where the pin is placed th rough 
the lamp bracket to hold the lamp at the required heig ht. F igs. 2 

and 3 show th e lamp on dwa rf sig nals. More than 200 of the se 
cas t-iron elect ric lamps are in use on one divi sion, and th ey are 
proving very sat isfa ctory. 
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